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bankers (^j^j^.T ^vA*^-*-*) to •which, he had to confess in the
course of the inquiry that was instituted against him.
The Jews -were obliged to convey the money to the public
exchequer.1
Closely connected with their function of ad ministering
funds was the employment of this Jewish banking house as an
address for certain illegal monies destined for the account of
Ibn al-Furat. Ibn al-Furat was also the first to have funds
(so-called " bribery money '") 2 remitted directly to Aaron b.
Amram,3 who credited them to the former's account. The
Vizier, of course, avoided creating any evidence of the existence
of such an account in the form, of book-keeping entries.4
We also learn 5 that this greedy Vizier had yet another
money transaction with Aaron b. Amram and Joseph b. Phineas,
which even led to a sort of legal inquiry against them. Here
we are told in a very detailed manner how the Vizier increased
Ms wealth by transmitting confiscated funds (mal al~musadara)
not to the Caliph's privy purse or to the public exchequer
as he should have done, but to his own secret account, which
lie had opened with the Jewish banking firm. To this passage
1 *JLn&, 74, 13 ff.
a Cf. H. F. Amedroz, " Abbasid Administration in its Decay," JRAS.,
1913, pp. S34— 5. J/aZ al-marafiq was legitimate according to the financial
morality of the time.	* Wuz., 33.
 *	In view of the  fact that  the  Hebrew  characters "were  used  in the
bulk   of Jewish- Arabic  -writings   of the  Middle   Ages,   including   Gaonic
literature, it might not be amiss to consider whether the account-books
of these court bankers were kept in the Hebrew or in the Arabic script.
Jewish court bankers of mediaeval Europe, we are told, kept their books
not only in Hebrew script but sometimes in the Hebrew language, and
then had them translated into Latin fcf. M. Hoffmann, &er Oeldhandel der
deutschen Juden, p. 117).    There is an instance on record even from the
sphere of modern Islam.   Between the years lS2«>-7 Jews were engaged slb
bankers of the Pasha at Damascus.  They had the monopoly of all govern-
ment banking business.  When they were dismissed as the result of intrigues
their successors were unable to carry on the Pasha's business because their
books had been kept in the Hebrew script.   Vide R&vue de V Academic A rabe
d Damas, 1922, pp. 600 ff.
 *	Wvz., 78 ff. ;  Tan., ii, 82 ff.   The differences between the two versions
of the text need not be taken into consideration, here, as they do not affect

